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solutions 
that go above 
and beyond



For over 30 years we have been working every day to achieve 
excellence in metallic ceilings and partition profiles, and that is 
what we have achieved. We have found solutions that set us head 
and shoulders above the rest, giving us a leading position in both 
the national and international market.

1 above and beyond quality

Only way this way can we become industry leaders, expand across 
borders and continue to offer new product lines able to satisfy even 
the most demanding customers, as well as our own standards. Every 
day we bring our customers extraordinary solutions, tailored to every 
project, space and need.

2 above and beyond beauty

We see metallic ceilings as options that go beyond the limits of 
aesthetics. This is our inspiration when it comes to making unique 
settings not only more attractive, but more functional and safer.

Welcome.



we are aware
 
At THU we want the way we manage our business to be based on giving our activities’ 
impact on society the importance it deserves. Thus, we are not only committed to being in 
compliance with national and international labour, environmental protection and Humans 
Rights laws, but we are also engaged in many voluntary actions to improve the quality of 
life of our employees, the communities where we operate and the society as a whole. THU 
is aware of the importance and responsibility of contributing to human respect and dignity. 
That is why we work to promote, protect and ensure the protection of human rights for all 
the people with whom we have a relationship, both in Spain and other countries.

We work continuously to ensure we are a sustainable and responsible business model with 
the environment and its stakeholders. At the beginning of this process, a diagnosis was 
made to identify areas where new actions are needed or existing actions strengthened.

The result of all of this is our Code of Ethics, which consists of 10 principles based on the 
United Nations Global Compact and the principles of Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). This Code of Ethics aims to guide and advise the daily actions of all the people 
who make up THU so that we can all act under the same principles, standards and values, 
regardless of the country we are in. THU is committed to implementing or developing poli-
cies and actions to ensure its full implementation for both present and future generations.

This Code of Ethics is applicable to all THU employees, in its dealing with clients, public 
and private authorities, partners, competitors, subcontractors and suppliers of goods and 
services, communities or any other collective everywhere we:



1 support and respect of Human Rights

2 avoiding complicity in Human Rights 
violations

3 supporting freedom of association and 
collective bargaining

4 eliminating and preventing all forms of 
forced or compulsory labour

5 eliminating child labour

6 supporting the elimination of 
discrimination

7 supporting a precautionary approach to 
the environment

8 working against corruption in all its forms

9 workplace health and safety

10 social responsibility and future 
generations



environment
 
At THU we work to reduce our carbon footprint as much as possible. That is why we have 
an environmental management system regulated by the ISO 14001 standard. Our products 
are designed with 100% recyclable materials, such as steel and aluminium. In addition, we 
now use up to 25% recycled material in our manufacturing processes. We use energy from 
100% renewable energy sources to manufacture our products. Our non-metallic products, 
such as the wood chip ceilings, use wood from certified-sustainable forests, demonstrat-
ing once again THU’s commitment to the environment. We also use 100% recycled and re-
cyclable material for the packaging. Plus, we use the minimum amount of packaging need-
ed to complete the three Rs rule: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. It is worth noting that production 
takes place in Spain, and because of this we are able to considerably reduce product trans-
port and the use of fossil fuels. THU also has Environmental Product Declarations, which is 
an essential document for working on constructions that want to be LEED certified. 

reaction to fire 
All our products have been classified according to the UNE-EN 13501-1 standard. The 
pre-lacquered or lacquered products have the Euroclass A1 reaction to fire classification: 
non-combustible product (no contribution to fire), with low quantity and speed of smoke 
emission and does not produce inflamed droplets or particles, as well as the VOC (A+) clas-
sification for particle emissions in the event of fire. 

quality 
THU products are subjected to exhaustive quality controls in accordance with the ISO 9001 
standard. We manage product quality from the moment the order is placed until it is de-
livered, in our pursuit of continuous improvement and customer satisfaction. THU continu-
ously researches and develops new systems and solutions, and the company received the 
INNOVATIVE COMPANY (UNE 166000) certification in recognition of this work. All this is 
guaranteed by:
· ISO 9001 certification (Quality Management System) audited by Bureau Veritas.



acoustic comfort
We are aware that noise is one of the most common forms of pollution at workplaces, in-
cluding non-industrial workplaces, such as offices and consulting rooms. Although it is un-
usual to suffer hearing loss or ear damage in such settings, workplace noise exposure can 
still cause serious problems, including physiological alterations, distractions, interference 
with communication or psychological disorders.
This is why at THU we value acoustic comfort: a comfortable sound level that doesn’t dis-
rupt or cause direct damage to your health.

Noise produced by a source propagates in all directions, and it can reach its receiver while 
being partially absorbed, transmitted or reflected by obstructions along its path.

Thanks to the optimal qualities of our products, which are characterised by their good 
acoustic absorption behaviour, we can make sound waves lose as much energy as possi-
ble when passing through these obstructions (α w), reducing reverberation times and in-
creasing acoustic comfort in spaces. The noise reduction coefficient (NRC) determines the 
amount of noise that is absorbed by a surface, and is calculated as the measurement for 
each of the standard frequencies.

· AENOR N Mark quality certificate.
· NF quality certification FROM the CSTB in France (Centre Scientifique et Technique du 
Bâtiment). 
· CE marking, in accordance with the European Regulation on Construction Products No 
305/2011, audited by Bureau Veritas.
· Products and systems compliant with the Technical Building Code (CTE, for its name in 
Spanish)
· ISO 45001:2018 certification. This international standard for occupational health and 
safety management systems is intended to provide safe and healthy working conditions to 
prevent work-related injuries and worker health deterioration.
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sectors and 
features

contracting

Areas

Hospitals | Consulting Rooms | Offices | Waiting rooms |
Corridors | Pharmacies | Lobbies | Airports and transport terminals | 
Restaurants | Cafés

Properties

Recommended Products

Treviso page 122 | Sicilia Clip-In Folding page 22| Sicilia Clip-In Variable Length page 102 | Modena page 28 |
Parma page 34 | Roma page 90 | Murano page 44 | Capri page 50 | Venezia page 128 | Verona page 134 |
Italia 30 page 74 | Turin page 114 | Acoustic Baffle page 84

Aesthetics Acoustics Durability Adjustability

workplaces and education centres

Areas

Classrooms | Libraries | Auditoriums | Corridors |
Lunch Rooms | Reception Areas | Offices |
Meeting Rooms | Cafeterias

Properties

Recommended Products

Treviso page 122 | Venezia page 128 | Sicilia page 16 | Modena page 28 | Parma page 34 | Roma page 90 |
Murano page 44 | Capri page 50 | Mineral Fibre page 172 | Wood Chip page 162 | Turin page 114 |
Sicilia Clip-In Folding page 22 | Sicilia Clip-In Variable Length page 102

Acoustics Durability AdjustabilityAesthetics



commerce

Areas

Shops | Supermarkets | Department Stores | Petrol Stations |
Hairdressers | Banks

Properties

Recommended Products

Veneto page 96 | Italia 30 page 74 | Modena page 28 | Parma page 34 |
Vinyl page 166 | Wood Chip page 162 | Acoustic Baffle page 84

Aesthetics Acoustics Durability Adjustability

art and leisure

Areas

Cafés | Restaurants | Cinemas | Theatres |
Swimming Pools | Gyms

Properties

Recommended Products

Treviso page 122 | Sicilia page 16 | Modena page 28 | Parma page 34 | Roma page 90 | Murano page 108 |
Capri page 50 | Mineral Fibre page 172 | Wood Chip page 162 | Sicilia Clip-In Folding page 22 |
Sicilia Clip-In Variable Length page 102

Aesthetics Acoustics Durability Adjustability
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The wide range of metallic ceilings presented here 
make it possible to create both simple and functional 
spaces or more elegant and innovative settings. 

The materials from which the ceilings are 
manufactured offer numerous benefits, including 
durability and easy maintenance. 

The colour and perforation options available for our 
range of ceilings allow you to play with the aesthetics 
and add acoustic solutions for all kinds of spaces. 
The next chapter features our various ceiling models 
so that you can choose the option that best suits your 
needs.

To optimise the installation of THU metallic ceilings 
and achieve results with high quality-finishes, we 
recommend using the THU ceiling profiles.

metallic
ceilings
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metallic 
ceilings
_
panels
sicilia clip-in

sicilia clip-in folding

modena T24

parma T15

post-lacquered panels

murano

capri

siena

florencia

expanded mesh
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metallic ceilings panels

sicilia
clip-in
panel

Perforated Finish Ø2.5 U

Smooth Finish



The Sicilia Clip-In ceiling model offers a continuous space thanks 
to its THU hidden profile system. Its main formats are divided 
into grids of 600 x 600 mm, 600 x 1200 mm and 300 x 1200 mm, 
allowing it to adapt to different settings. The fact the ceiling is 
so easy to remove allows access to all kinds of facilities housed 
inside.

The different perforation options provide better acoustic per-
formance in spaces that require it; the inclusion of an acoustic 
veil or mineral fibre gives the finishing touch to the ensemble's 
efficacy. These panels are made in highly resistant, durable, 

pre-lacquered galvanised steel 
or aluminium.

Furthermore, they are available 
in a range of colours, allowing 
spaces to be personalised and 
original combinations devised. 
The results are settings with 
modern aesthetics.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Pre-lacquered smooth 300 x 1200 3.6 10

600 x 600 3.6 10

600 x 1200 5.76 6

Pre-lacquered perforated 300 x 1200 3.6 10

600 x 600 3.6 10

600 x 1200 5.76 6

Add-ons 100 x 100 20

100 x 600 18

100 x 1000 16

100 x 1200 12

300 x 300

300 x 600

300 x 900

sicilia clip-in panel

finishes

Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5

5

8

8

standard colours

White THU 9010

Other colours upon request. 

Black THU 9005 

Silver THU 9006



performance features*

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Triangle profile 2.45 ml

Crossbrace 1.15 units

Hanger Parts 0.70 units

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 1200 mm panel Panels 1.39 units

Triangle profile 1.60 ml

Crossbrace 0.60 units

Hanger Parts 0.70 units

MODEL Type Units by m2

300 x 1200 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Triangle profile 1.65 ml

Crossbrace 0.60 units

Hanger Parts 0.70 units

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.75 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Approximate weight: 3.5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type.

* Calculated for double-structure installations.

Panels formed by folding, manufactured from pre-lacquered gal-
vanised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness (please enquire about 
other thicknesses). A 0.60 mm aluminium option is also available. 
All panels are supplied with protective adhesive film.

Panels pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 25 
micrometres in colour White (RAL 9010) or Silver (RAL 9006).
This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excel-
lent durability (gloss and colour retention).
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20mounting

accessories

The metallic panels fit into triangular shaped profiles which are fixed 
to the upper structure by means of a system of threaded connecting 
rods. The hanger parts fit together as a guide over the triangle THU 
profiles, remaining hidden to produce a continuous and adjustable 
ceiling.

*For more information, please see mounting manual. 

Triangle profile 
Suspension system for the Sicilia panels. The 
triangle profile holds the panels together and 
remains concealed (clip-in system).

Hanger part 
Hanger part for the triangle profile designed 
for use with threaded support rods. Placed as 
guide over the triangle profile.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Crossbrace
Metallic part used to join the upper and low-
er triangle profiles which allows the sliding 
of the latter underneath the former to facili-
tate the assembly of the panels.

sicilia clip-in panel

Extraction spatula 
Tool for the easy extraction of hidden profiles 
without damaging it. 

Mounting ManualTechnical File



Clip-In

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Sicilia Clip-In with double structure
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sicilia
clip-in
folding
panel

metallic ceilings panels

Perforated Finish Ø5 x 5 

Smooth 

Finish



The Sicilia Clip-In folding model goes a step further than the tradi-
tional Sicilia Clip-In model. Available in 600 x 600 mm and  
300 x 1200 mm formats, its design means it can continuously  
be adjusted without the full panel having to be removed from 
the profile. This panel (in both dimensions) remains suspended 
and acts as a traditional hatch, which is extremely convenient for 
maintenance staff.

Panels are pre-lacquered in THU 9010 white or THU 9006 silver 
(check availability in other colours) and can be made with their 
visible surface machined in any of the perforations available in the 
catalogue (square measuring 8 x 8 or 5 x 5, or round in diameters of 
6 mm, 2.5 mm, 2 mm or 1.5 mm, or extra-micro in 0.7 mm ). 
They are fitted with a thermo-adhesive acoustic veil on the back. 

These panels are installed using 
hidden triangular THU profiles 
that operate with a Clip-In 
system and a design that allows 
panels to be folded. Panels 
are suspended from the upper 
framework using threaded rods 
that are fixed via one of the 
ends to the suspended piec-
es designed to complete the 
collective function of the entire 
system.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Pre-lacquered smooth 300 x 1200 3.6 10

600 x 600 3.6 10

Pre-lacquered perforated 300 x 1200 3.6 10

600 x 600 3.6 10

sicilia clip-in folding panel

standard colours

White THU 9010

Other colours upon request. 

Black THU 9005 

Silver THU 9006

Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5

5

8

8

finishes

Panels formed by folding, manufactured in pre-lacquered galva-
nised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness (please enquire about 
other thicknesses). A 0.60 mm aluminium option is also available. 
All panels are supplied with protective adhesive film.

Pre-lacquered polyester panels with a minimum thickness of 25 
micrometres in colour White (RAL 9010) or Silver (RAL 9006).
This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excel-
lent durability (gloss and colour retention).



performance features

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Triangle profile 2.45 ml

Crossbrace 1.15 units

Hanger Parts 0.70 units

MODEL Type Units by m2

300 x 1200 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Triangle profile 1.65 ml

Crossbrace 0.60 units

Hanger Parts 0.70 units

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.75 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Approximate weight: 3.5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type.

acoustic insulation

Panel Type Sound 
Barrier

GNL* Difference: 
Dn,f,w

Levels by Octave Bands (dB) APPLUS LGAI 
Report Number

Finish Perforation (%) 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

Flush Ø2.5 (12.5%) No 30 dB 10.5 15.9 27.2 33.3 43.7 50.9 10/101565-1819

V8 □ 5 x 5 (23%) No 31 dB 12.5 18.1 29.3 34.5 42.8 47.3 10/101565-1189

V6 Ø1.5 (10%) No 31 dB 9.9 18.5 29.3 34.1 41.0 44.6 10/101565-1192

V8 Ø 1,5 (10%) No 32 dB 11.8 18.6 30.3 36.7 43.7 47.2 10/101565-1193

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) Yes 37 dB 13.8 25.0 37.6 43.4 51.9 52.2 10/101565-1818

Flush Smooth (0%) No 37 dB 12.5 25.4 38.8 42.3 40.8 45.0 10/101565-1190

Flush Smooth (0%) Yes 42 dB 16.1 31.3 42.5 48.9 47.0 49.1 10/101565-1191

*GNL: Global Normalised Levels 
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sicilia clip-in folding panel

mounting

accessories

The metallic panels fit into triangular shaped profiles which are fixed 
to the upper structure by means of a system of threaded connecting 
rods. The hanger parts fit together as a guide over the triangle THU 
profiles, remaining hidden to produce a continuous and adjustable 
ceiling.

Triangle profile 
Suspension system for the Sicilia panels. The 
triangle profile holds the panels together and 
remains concealed (clip-in system).

Hanger part 
Hanger part for the triangle profile designed 
for use with threaded support rods. Placed as 
guide over the triangle profile.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the 
inside face by thermal activation.

Crossbrace
Metallic part used to join the upper and low-
er triangle profiles which allows the sliding 
of the latter underneath the former to facil-
itate the assembly of the panels.

Extraction spatula 
Tool for the easy extraction of hidden profiles 
without damaging it. 



Clip-In

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Sicilia Clip-In with double structure
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metallic ceilings panels

modena
T24
panel

Perforated Finish Ø1.5 U

Perforated Finish Ø0.7



The MODENA T24 system offers a removable metal ceiling 
structure in 600 x 600 mm and 300 x 1200 mm formats 
supported on T24, T-Decor 24 or T-Clip 24 profiles. 

When combined with the flush-mounted, drop bevelled-edge 
(V6) and straight-edge (V8) panels, there are a large number 
of combinations available for decorating spaces. These pan-
els are made in pre-lacquered galvanised steel or pre-lac-
quered aluminium, high-quality and resistant materials 
that are also easy to clean. They are structures that can be 
removed easily, offering swift access to lighting systems, 

wiring and air conditioning facili-
ties, thus avoiding complex repair 
and maintenance work. Panels  
— along with their profile — can be 
manufactured in different colours 
on the RAL colour chart, allowing 
personalised choices in each 
setting.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Pre-lacquered smooth E 600 x 600 7.20 20

V6 600 x 600 6.48 18

V8 600 x 600 5.76 16

V8 300 x 1200 5.76 16

Pre-lacquered perforated E 600 x 600 7.20 20

V6 600 x 600 6.48 18

V8 600 x 600 5.76 16

V8 300 x 1200 5.76 16

E = flush
V6 = drop 6 mm  
V8 = drop 8 mm

modena T24 panel

White THU 9010

Other colours upon request. 
Modena 24 Panel available in ALUMINIUM.

Black THU 9005 

Silver THU 9006

V6

E

V8

technical details

standard colours



Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5

5

8

8

Panels formed by folding, manufactured from pre-lac-
quered galvanised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. A 
0.60 mm aluminium option is also available (can be made 
in other thicknesses according to project).

Pre-lacquered polyester panels with a minimum thickness 
of 25 micrometres in colour White THU 9010, Silver THU 
9006 and Black THU 9005.

This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and 
offers excellent durability (gloss and colour retention).

finishes

Modena with T-Decor profile
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modena T24 panel

mounting

accessories

The secondary profiles are inserted over the primary profiles to form a 
modular structure which is supported over the framework via threaded 
rods joined to the primary profiles by the hanger parts. Depending on 
the panel model, these will be supported over the structure, either 
flush or tegular 6 to 8 mm below the profile edges.

*For more information, please see our mounting manual.

T-24, T-Decor 24, T-Clip 24
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped primary (3.7 m) and 
secondary (1.2 and 0.6 m) profiles with a 24 mm base that form a 
rectangular structure over which the panels rest. The T-Decor 24 pro-
files come in two colours where visible and the T-Clip 24 profiles are 
equipped with an overlap to prevent unevenness in the profiles when 
assembled.

Hanger part
Joining part between the profiles and the 
threaded support rod. Placed over the T24, 
T-Decor 24 and T-Clip 24 primary profiles.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Mounting ManualTechnical File



performance features

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.75 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 1.68 ml

Secondary profile 0.6 m 0.84 ml

Hanger Parts 0.90 units

MODEL Type Units by m2

300 x 1200 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 3.35 ml

Hanger Parts 0.90 units

Approximate weight: 3.5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type.
4 hangers in a primary profile measuring 3.7 metres

acoustic insulation

Panel Type Sound 
Barrier

GNL* Difference: 
Dn,f,w

Levels by Octave Bands (dB) APPLUS LGAI 
Report Number

Finish Perforation (%) 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

Flush Ø2.5 (12.5%) No 30dB 10.8 15.9 27.2 33.3 43.7 50.9 10/101565-1819

V8 □ 5 x 5 (23%) No 31 dB 12.5 18.1 29.3 34.5 42.8 47.3 10/101565-1189

V6 Ø1.5 (10%) No 31 dB 9.9 18.5 29.3 34.1 41.0 44.6 10/101565-1192

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) No 32 dB 11.8 18.6 30.3 36.7 43.7 47.2 10/101565-1193

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) Yes 37 dB 13.8 25.0 37.6 43.4 51.9 52.2 10/101565-1818

Flush Smooth (0%) No 37 dB 12.5 25.4 38.8 42.3 40.8 45.0 10/101565-1190

Flush Smooth (0%) Yes 42 dB 16.1 31.3 42.5 48.9 47.0 49.1 10/101565-1191

*GNL: Global Normalised Levels 
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T15
panel

metallic ceilings panels

Flush with T15

Drop with T-Decor 15



The PARMA T15 system offers a removable metal ceiling struc-
ture in 600 x 600 mm and 300 x 1200 mm formats, supported on 
T 15, T-Clip 15 and T-Decor 15 profiles. When combined with the 
flush-mounted, tegular bevelled-edge (V6) and straight-edge (V8) 
panels, there are a large number of combinations available for 
decorating spaces.

These panels are made in pre-lacquered galvanised steel or 
pre-lacquered aluminium, high-quality and resistant materials 
that are also easy to clean. Panels — along with their profile — can 
be manufactured in different colours on the RAL colour chart, 

allowing personalised choices 
in each setting.

They are structures that can be 
removed easily, offering swift 
access to lighting systems, 
wiring and air conditioning 
facilities, thus avoiding complex 
repair and maintenance work.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Pre-lacquered smooth E 600 x 600 7.20 20

V6 600 x 600 6.48 18

V8 600 x 600 5.76 16

V8 300 x 1200 5.76 16

Pre-lacquered perforated E 600 x 600 7.20 20

V6 600 x 600 6.48 18

V8 600 x 600 5.76 16

V8 300 x 1200 5.76 16

White THU 9010

E = flush
V6 = drop 6 mm  
V8 = drop 8 mm

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 
Parma 15 Panel available in ALUMINIUM.

Black THU 9005 

V6

E

V8

technical details

parma T15 panel



Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5

5

8

8

finishes

Panels formed by folding, manufactured from pre-lac-
quered galvanised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. A 
0.60 mm aluminium option is also available. 

Pre-lacquered polyester panels with a minimum thickness 
of 25 micrometres in colour White THU 9010, Silver THU 
9006 and Black THU 9005.

This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and 
offers excellent durability (gloss and colour retention).

Parma with T-Decor profile
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accessories

The secondary profiles are inserted over the primary profiles to form a 
modular structure which is supported over the framework via threaded 
rods joined to the primary profiles by the hanger parts. Depending on 
the panel model, these will be supported over the structure, either 
flush or tegular 6 to 8 mm below the profile edges.

*For more information, please see our mounting manual.

T-15, T-Decor 15, T-Clip 15
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped primary (3.7 m) and 
secondary (1.2 and 0.6 m) profiles with a 15 mm base that form a 
rectangular structure over which the panels rest. The T-Decor 15 pro-
files come in two colours where visible and the T-Clip 15 profiles are 
equipped with an overlap to prevent unevenness in the profiles when 
assembled.

Hanger part
Joining part between the profiles and the 
threaded support rod. Placed over the T15, 
T-Decor 15 and T-Clip 15 primary profiles.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

parma T15 panel

Mounting ManualTechnical File



performance features

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.75 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 1.68 ml

Secondary profile 0.6 m 0.84 ml

Hanger Parts 0.90 units

MODEL Type Units by m2

300 x 1200 mm panel Panels 2.80 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 3.35 ml

Hanger Parts 0.90 units

Approximate weight: 3.5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type.
4 hangers in a primary profile measuring 3.7 metres

acoustic insulation

Panel Type Sound 
Barrier

GNL* Difference: 
Dn,f,w

Levels by Octave Bands (dB) APPLUS LGAI 
Report Number

Finish Perforation (%) 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

Flush Ø2.5 (12.5%) No 30dB 10.8 15.9 27.2 33.3 43.7 50.9 10/101565-1819

V8 □ 5 x 5 (23%) No 31 dB 12.5 18.1 29.3 34.5 42.8 47.3 10/101565-1189

V6 Ø1.5 (10%) No 31 dB 9.9 18.5 29.3 34.1 41.0 44.6 10/101565-1192

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) No 32 dB 11.8 18.6 30.3 36.7 43.7 47.2 10/101565-1193

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) Yes 37 dB 13.8 25.0 37.6 43.4 51.9 52.2 10/101565-1818

Flush Smooth (0%) No 37 dB 12.5 25.4 38.8 42.3 40.8 45.0 10/101565-1190

Flush Smooth (0%) Yes 42 dB 16.1 31.3 42.5 48.9 47.0 49.1 10/101565-1191

*GNL: Global Normalised Levels 
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metallic ceilings panels

Post-Lacquered Flush Panel with T24 Profile

Perforated Panel Ø2.5 



The range of post-lacquered or post-painted ceilings is comprised of 
models for which the process of providing the product with colour is 
carried out after the panel is shaped.

This system ensures an optimal end result that also allows for cus-
tomisation with endless colour options. The competitive prices and 
excellent delivery time frames we offer, in addition to our extensive 
customisation possibilities, make this finish a highly interesting 
product when creating your projects (600 x 600 mm format).
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finishes

coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

FLUSH T24 Smooth 600 x 600 5.76 16

Perforated 600 x 600 5.76 16

TEGULAR T24 Smooth 600 x 600 5.04 14

Perforated 600 x 600 5.04 14

TEGULAR T15 Smooth 600 x 600 5.04 14

Perforated 600 x 600 5.04 14

CLIP-IN Smooth 600 x 600 3.6 10

Perforated 600 x 600 3.6 10

E V8

post-lacquered panels

Please check minimum quantities and 
purchase requirements depending on colours 
and models.

Clip-In

*Full pallets by colour.
*Please see other dimensions and perforations.

Perforated  Ø1.5 %11.0Perforated  Ø1.5 %22.0 Perforated  Ø2.5 %16.0Perforated  Ø2.5 %32.0



performance features

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel
Clip-In*

Panels 2.80 units

Triangle profile 2.45 ml

Crossbrace 1.15 units

Hanger Parts 0.70 units

Approximate weight: 3.5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type.

* Calculated for double-structure installations.

MODEL Type Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel
T24/T15

Panels 2.80 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 1.68 ml

Secondary profile 0.6 m 0.84 ml

Hanger Parts 0.90 units
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panel

Perforated 5 x 5

Smooth 

Finish

metallic ceilings panels



The Murano ceiling model is perfect for use in passageways 
and areas of transit. In its panel format, this model can be 
made in 600 x 600 mm or 600 x 1200 mm, using a Hook-On 
profile system. 

Both models can be perforated, thereby improving their 
acoustic performance with the inclusion of a thermo-adhe-
sive acoustic veil and even the addition of mineral wool.

This ceiling is extremely easy to remove 
at any point, facilitating access to the 
electrical and air conditioning facili-
ties inside, with no need for complex 
manoeuvres. Furthermore, it does not 
require accessory tools; simply lift and 
move the panel to one side and remove it.
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Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5

5

8

8

finishes

standard coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 600 x 600 4.8 8

600 x 1200 2.88 4

Perforated 600 x 600 4.8 8

600 x 1200 2.88 4

White THU 9010

Silver THU 9006

Murano Panel 600 x 600 mm and 600 x 1200 mm: Finish with 45° bevel

murano panel

Other colours upon request. 
Murano Panel available in ALUMINIUM.

Black THU 9005 



Panels formed by folding and/or profiled, manufactured using 
pre-lacquered galvanised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. 
Pre-lacquered panels in polyester with a minimum thickness of 25 
micrometres in colour White (RAL 9010) or Silver (RAL 9006). 

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 - - A1 Class B 25%

performance features

MODEL Units by m2

600 x 600 mm panel 2.80 units

600 x 1200 mm panel 1.40 units

Murano hidden profile 1.68 ml

Murano hidden profile 0.84 ml

Spacer profile 1 unit x 1.2 m²
Approximate weight: 3,5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type. 
4 Hangers on primary profile measuring 3.7 metres

This type of finish is highly 
resistant to corrosion and offers 
excellent durability (gloss and 
colour retention).
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accessories

The Murano panels are installed by inserting the ends into the wings 
of the Murano profiles, which are suspended from the ceiling via the 
hanger parts and are separated between each other by a distance 
equal to the length of the panels. The accessory spacer profiles or 
gauges must be installed between the primary support profiles to add 
rigidity and secure the structure.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual.

Murano Profile
The main support element of the Murano 
panels, 3.70 metres in length and manufac-
tured using galvanised steel. The profiles can 
be linked together lengthwise via attachment 
with a clip and the use of conventional hang-
er parts (either straight or right angles) to 
support them from the upper framework. 

Hanger part
Joining part between the profiles and the 
threaded support rod. 
Attached onto the Murano profiles.

Spacer profile
Concealed profile designed to stabilise the 
Murano primary profiles used to install the 
plates.

murano panel

Mounting ManualTechnical File

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.



Murano Details

technical details
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metallic ceilings panels

Perforated Finish Ø2.5 U

Perforated Finish 8 x 8



Panels manufactured from pre-lacquered galvanised steel in a thickness 
that grants them excellent resistance and durability. Because of their 1000 x 

1000 mm format, they are designed to be installed in large spaces. In addition, 
they allow simple, convenient access to the technical facilities located in the 
plenum space, creating a ceiling that is fully removable at any point.

Suitable for installation using the visible profile system (T-24, T-15) or hidden 
profile system (Clip-In), the large number of finishes, colours and accessories 
allow for the creation of highly personalised settings that adapt to all manner 
of preferences. They are further complemented by perforated options and the 
inclusion of a thermo-adhesive acoustic veil for spaces with special acoustic 

requirements. The aesthetic results 
means ceilings look truly modern, 
while original combinations are possi-
ble, creating quality settings.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Pre-lacquered smooth Clip-In 300 x 300 2.16 24

Clip-In 300 x 1000 21.6 72

Clip-In 1000 x 1000 24 24

E (T24) 1000 x 1000 48 48

V8 (T15) 1000 x 1000 44 44

Pre-lacquered perforated Clip-In 300 x 300 2.16 24

Clip-In 300 x 1000 21.6 72

Clip-In 1000 x 1000 24 24

E (T24) 1000 x 1000 48 48

V8 (T15) 1000 x 1000 44 44

Clip-In E (T24) V8 ( T15)

capri panel

White THU 9010

Other colours upon request. 

Silver THU 9006

standard colours



finishes

Panels formed by folding, manufactured in pre-lacquered galva-
nised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness (please enquire about 
other thicknesses). All panels are supplied with protective adhesive 
film.

Panels pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 
25 micrometres in colours White 9010 or Silver 9006. This type of 
finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excellent durability 
(gloss and colour retention).

Smooth Perforated Ø1.5
Perforated 8 x 8
Perforated Ø6
Perforated Ø2.5
Perforated Ø2
Perforated Ø0.7
Perforated 5 x 5

Square Recess Square Ridge Circular Ridge
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Capri panels can be supported over a modular structure formed by 
primary and secondary profiles in a T-shape, or specially manufac-
tured for mounting via a concealed profile system. In both options, 
the support structure will be fixed to the frame via threaded rods 
and to the primary profiles or concealed battens via hanger parts.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual. 

capri panel

mounting

accessories

T-24, T-15
Suspension system comprising primary and 
secondary profiles in a T-shape which form a 
modular structure over which the panels rest.

Triangle profile
Suspension system for the Capri Clip-In 
panels. The triangle profile holds the panels 
together and remains concealed (clip-in 
system).

Hanger part 
Part for joining the supporting profiles and 
the threaded rods for supporting the ceiling. 

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the 
inside face by thermal activation.

Extraction spatula 
Tool for the easy extraction of hidden profiles 
without damaging it. 

Clip-In mounting system

Mounting ManualTechnical File



performance features

technical characteristics

DOUBLE-STRUCTURE 
HIDDEN SYSTEM MODEL

Units by m2

Triangle profile 1.70 ml

Crossbrace 0.70 units

Hanger parts 0.70 units

1000 x 1000 mm panel 1 units

VISIBLE SYSTEM MODEL Units by m2

Primary profile 1 ml

Secondary profile 1 ml

Hanger parts 1 units

1000 x 1000 mm panel 1 units

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Approximate weight: 3.5 - 5 kg/m2 depending on perforation type.
4 hangers in a primary profile measuring 3.7 metres

acoustic insulation

Panel Type Sound 
Barrier

GNL* Difference: 
Dn,f,w

Levels by Octave Bands (dB) APPLUS LGAI 
Report Number

Finish Perforation (%) 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

Flush Ø2.5 (12.5%) No 30dB 10.8 15.9 27.2 33.3 43.7 50.9 10/101565-1819

V8 □ 5 x 5 (23%) No 31 dB 12.5 18.1 29.3 34.5 42.8 47.3 10/101565-1189

V6 Ø1.5 (10%) No 31 dB 9.9 18.5 29.3 34.1 41.0 44.6 10/101565-1192

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) No 32 dB 11.8 18.6 30.3 36.7 43.7 47.2 10/101565-1193

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) Yes 37 dB 13.8 25.0 37.6 43.4 51.9 52.2 10/101565-1818

Flush Smooth (0%) No 37 dB 12.5 25.4 38.8 42.3 40.8 45.0 10/101565-1190

Flush Smooth (0%) Yes 42 dB 16.1 31.3 42.5 48.9 47.0 49.1 10/101565-1191

*GNL: Global Normalised Levels 
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Perforated Finish Ø2

Smooth 

Finish

metallic ceilings panels

siena
panel



The THU Siena technical ceiling model consists of panels that have 
been specially manufactured to be installed on removable rails, 
such as the T15, T24, T35 and DP profiles in their varying sizes. Once 
installed, these panels are packed one next to the other along their 
longest side and suspended 10 mm from the support profile on their 
short side. 

The plates are manufactured using galvanised steel or aluminium, 
dimensions are 300 x 1200 mm with bevelled edges, pre-lacquered 
in THU 9010 white or THU 9006 silver (check availability in other 
colours) and can be made with their visible surface machined in any 
of the perforations available in the catalogue (square measuring  
8 x 8 mm or 5 x 5 mm, or round in diameters of 6 mm, 2.5 mm,  
2 mm, 1.5 mm or extra-micro 0.7 mm). 

Each panel is fitted with a 
thermo-adhesive acoustic 
fleece on its back. Profiles 
are fixed to the framework via 
threaded rods and bracket 
hanger parts with a gap between 
hangers no greater than 1.2 m.
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Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5
5

8

8

finishes

siena panel

standard coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Pre-lacquered smooth 300 x 1200 3.6 10

Pre-lacquered perforated 300 x 1200 3.6 10

White THU 9010

Silver THU 9006

V10

Other colours upon request. 
Siena Panel available in ALUMINIUM.



technical characteristics

acoustic insulation

Panel Type Sound 
Barrier

GNL* Difference: 
Dn,f,w

Levels by Octave Bands (dB) APPLUS LGAI 
Report Number

Finish Perforation (%) 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

Flush Ø2.5 (12.5%) No 30dB 10.8 15.9 27.2 33.3 43.7 50.9 10/101565-1819

V8 □ 5 x 5 (23%) No 31 dB 12.5 18.1 29.3 34.5 42.8 47.3 10/101565-1189

V6 Ø1.5 (10%) No 31 dB 9.9 18.5 29.3 34.1 41.0 44.6 10/101565-1192

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) No 32 dB 11.8 18.6 30.3 36.7 43.7 47.2 10/101565-1193

V8 Ø1.5 (10%) Yes 37 dB 13.8 25.0 37.6 43.4 51.9 52.2 10/101565-1818

Flush Smooth (0%) No 37 dB 12.5 25.4 38.8 42.3 40.8 45.0 10/101565-1190

Flush Smooth (0%) Yes 42 dB 16.1 31.3 42.5 48.9 47.0 49.1 10/101565-1191

*GNL: Global Normalised Levels 

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.75 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Panels formed by folding manufactured using pre-lacquered gal-
vanised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. All panels are supplied 
with protective adhesive film.

Panels pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 25 
micrometres in colours White (RAL 9010) or Silver (RAL 9006). This 
type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excellent 
durability (gloss and colour retention).
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accessories

T-24, T-Decor 24, T-Clip 24
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped primary (3.7 m) and 
secondary (1.2 and 0.6 m) profiles with a 24 mm base that form a 
rectangular structure over which the panels rest. The T-Decor 24 
profiles come in two colours where visible and the T-Clip 24 profiles 
are equipped with an overlap to prevent unevenness in the profiles 
when assembled.

Hanger part
Joining part between the profiles and the 
threaded support rod. Placed over the T24, 
T-Decor 24 and T-Clip 24 primary profiles.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

DP profile
Lacquered metallic profile over galvanised 
steel on both sides. Used to support the pan-
els for false decorative ceilings. 

Spacer Profile
U-shaped galvanised steel profile measuring 
26 mm in width and length depending on the 
gap between profiles. 

siena panel

mounting
Ceiling mounting using T15/T24/T35 or DP profiles. The 
plates rest directly on the previous plates, which are 
laid parallel to each other forming rows of primary pro-
files separated between them by 1.2 metres. The plates 
are suspended from the primary structure on their short 
(tegular) sides and are packed one next to the other along 
their long sides. 

This roof model is characterised by its easy maintenance 
and disassembly, which allows safe and swift access to 
the plenum at any point.

It is advisable to use a gauge or spacer accessory profile 
to give the system rigidity.



technical details
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metallic ceilings panels

florencia
panel

Smooth Finish

Perforated Finish



THU’s technical Florencia model ceiling comprises panels of  
600 x 600 mm manufactured in pre-lacquered or post-painted 
steel. These are straight-edge plates with a semi-hidden T24 mm 
profile system and variable levels of adjustability depending  
on the project. 

They can be made smooth, with multiple perforations or with 
special finishes, as required. They can also feature special acoustic 
insulation when necessary.
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Other colours upon request. 

florencia panel

formats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 600 x 600 - 8

Perforated 600 x 600 - 8

White

Silver

standard colours



certifications

Flexion Post-painted durability Galvanised durability Hazardous substance 
emission

Reaction to fire

Class 1 Class C EN 13964 4.8 Class B EN 13964 4.8
Does not have 

EN 13964-2014
A1/A2-s1, d0

Smooth Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

finishes
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accessories

T-24, T-Clip 24
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped primary (3.7 metres) and secondary (1.2 
and 0.6 metres) profiles with a 24 mm base, which form a rectangular structure over 
which the panels rest. 

mounting
The Florencia panels are manufactured with a support system 
using pressure springs on the inverted T-shaped profile, leaving 
a gap of 6 mm between panels. The panels are manufactured 
from galvanised steel sheets, although they can also be made 
of aluminium. 

florencia panel

Florencia plate

Pressure spring
Profile



Dimensions Type Material Structure

600 x 600 mm

* more measurements on request 

Installed with 6 mm groove
90° straight edges

Steel: 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mm 
Aluminium: 0.7 and 0.8 mm

 
Weight: 4.63 kg/m2 (AC 0.5 mm) 

5.55 kg/m2 (AC 0.6 mm)

T24 Semi-hidden

1/ Determine the height of the ceiling with a level and mark it with a 
string. Proceed to install the structure.

2/ Install the wall angles with suitable screws and/or studs for the 
wall material.

3/ Fix the hangers according to the type of ceiling to be installed.

4/ Install the primary profiles with a 1200  mm shaft.

5/ Proceed to install the 1200 mm crossed T-shaped profiles on the 
main support.

6/ Install T-shaped profiles on 600 mm on T-shaped profiles on 1200 
mm cross.

7/ Place the panels over the T-shaped structure.
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metallic ceilings panels

expanded
mesh

R42 x 12 x 2.5 Finish

R16 x 8 x 1.5 Finish



False expanded metal ceilings, also called deployée ceilings, are 
manufactured using steel or aluminium coils pre-cut in different 
rhombus or inner frame dimensions. 

In the same way, the dimensions of the finished panels can also be 
made to the required size, and the colour possibilities are also very 
numerous: from natural colours of the metal itself, to any colour on 
the RAL chart. These systems make it possible to achieve a modern 
continuous industrial ceiling aesthetic, offering architects multiple 
design options.

The installation is also very versatile, with formats that can be 
directly supported on traditional T24/T15 and Omega profile struc-
tures, as well as formats that can be placed on double structures 
with Clip-In profiles or double Hook-On structures formed by U- and 
Z-shaped profiles.

All of these cases grant easy access to the plenum. 
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finishes

* Please consult other machining types.

The panels are manufactured from steel or aluminium and in the dimensions and thicknesses required by the project.

expanded mesh

standard colours

White THU 9010

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 
Panel available in ALUMINIUM.

Black THU 9005 

accessories

T-24, T-Decor 24, T-Clip 24
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped primary (3.7 m) and secondary (1.2 and 

0.6 m) profiles with a 24 mm base that form a rectangular structure over which the 

panels rest. The T-Decor 24 profiles come in two colours where visible and the T-Clip 

24 profiles are equipped with an overlap to prevent unevenness in the profiles when 

assembled. Galvanised

Clip-In



Hook-On system mounting

The panels — available in steel or aluminium, smooth or perforated — are devel-
oped in the required dimensions according to the thickness and the chosen mate-
rial.  The panels have a specific fold at the edge of the long side that allows it to be 
swiftly and securely attached to the Z-shaped profiles, ensuring total disassembly 
and accessibility to the cavity. The panels combine perfectly where visible, creating 
a coplanar and uniform effect.

Mounting with double structure system based on U-shaped primary profiles, and a hanger structure with Z-shaped profiles.

1. Fixing of perimeter profiles.
2. Installation of rods.
3. Insert the rod through the primary profile. Hang the U-shaped profile with the support rod with a part and screw.
4. Place the joining part on the U-shaped profile and open the wing to insert the profile.
5. Insert the profile into the suspension part. Close the safety tab and insert the clip.
6. Suspension of panels.
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stave

metallic ceilings staves

Wood-effect Finish

White THU 



This type of open drop ceiling comprises a system of black 
lacquered battens forming the structure, which supports the 
rectangular staves (30 mm wide). The staves are manufactured 
in highly resistant and durable pre-lacquered aluminium and 
since this forms an open drop ceiling, it is easy to maintain and 
the plenum space can be accessed easily.

This ceiling allows for various 
combinations as you can play with 
the distance between staves.
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italia 30 stave

standard coloursformats

MODEL TURIN   BOX

mm m2 units

Italia 30 30 x 37 - 20 White THU

Silver THU 9006

finishes

Staves manufactured from pre-lacquered aluminium 0.45 mm thick, 
plus coatings formed by cold rolling. Staves pre-lacquered in 
polyester with a thickness of 20 micrometres on both sides in colours 
White, Black (RAL 9005) or Silver (RAL 9006). The batten of the Italia 
30 staves is pre-lacquered in Black.

Smooth Other colours upon request. 

Black THU 9005 

Perforated

Option of wood finishes



mounting
False metal ceiling formed by pre-lacquered aluminium staves, fitted 
on U-shaped battens with different passages (50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 
mm) and hung from the upper framework via a system of threaded 
rods. Staves are 30 mm wide and when installed on battens, the 
distance between them will depend on the batten selected (20, 30, 
40, 50, 60 or 70 mm). 

There is also the option of using a safety batten lacquered in black 
with a passage of 100 onwards in the form of an omega specially 
designed for the installation of staves in outdoor spaces that are 
exposed to inclement weather. 

Perforated stave option: Staves can feature a staggered 
microperforation 1.5 mm in diameter covering the centre of the stave 
and 20 mm of each side. The perforation percentage of the stave is 15.5%, taking the perforated sides into 
account. The perforated staves come with a 0.2 mm-thick acoustic veil, fixed to the inner face by means of 
a thermal activation adhesive and a protective film on its outer face.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual. 

accessories

Batten with 50/60/70/80/90/100 
passage 
A profile used to fix the staves, length 
3 m and made of galvanised 0.65 mm-
thick steel and pre-lacquered in Black. 
The support or hanger element consists 
of an M6 threaded rod, which is inserted 
into the holes at the top of the battens.

Splice part
Part manufactured in aluminium in the 
same colour as the stave. Helps keep the 
line uniform in continuous assemblies.

Light
Linear lighting fixture manufactured with 
approx. the same dimensions as the stave, 
specially designed to be installed and 
integrated into this ceiling model. 

Manufactured as per the lengths and 
technical requirements of the project: light 
flow, colour temperature, regulation, etc. 
Very easy to install and does not require 
accessory structures to place it. 

Mounting ManualTechnical File
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Detail 

MODEL TYPE   Units by m2

Italia 30 (d = 50 mm) Murano 300 20 ml

Italia 30 (d = 100 mm) Murano 300 10 ml

Italia 30 (d = 60 mm) Murano 300 16.66 ml

Italia 30 (d = 70 mm) Murano 300 14.20 ml

Italia 30 (d = 80 mm) Murano 300 12.50 ml

Italia 30 (d = 90 mm) Murano 300 11.10 ml

Batten 1 ml

Hanger parts 1 units

performance features

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

italia 30 stave

technical details



other mounting systems

LSB light built into the ITALIA 30 ceiling 
system.

Upper closure part: 
Solution for vertical installation. 

Flat battens: Solution for curved shapes.
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metallic ceilings staves

Built-in lighting



A linear false ceiling comprising staves manufactured in aluminium 
that can be combined randomly on the same support profile, with 
widths of 30, 80, 130 and 180 mm available.  

Staves are installed via pressure on a batten that is semi-hidden and 
that allows the aforementioned stave widths to be combined freely, 
meaning the false ceiling can be given an irregular appearance, re-
sulting in completely unique spaces. The range of finishes is further 
enhanced with the inclusion of varying colour finishes and even wood.
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Batten with 50 Passage
A profile used to fix the staves, length 3 m and made of galvanised 
0.65 mm-thick steel and pre-lacquered in Black. The support or hang-
er element consists of an M6 threaded rod, which is inserted into the 
holes at the top of the battens. The gap between staves is 20 mm.

Curved Flexible Profile
A flat profile made of galvanised steel pre-lacquered in black, which 
allows the installation of both concave and convex curved ceilings. 
This is a flexible flat profile suitable for the placement of Italia staves 
(30 x 37 mm) in its various passage gaps between staves, and in the 
different widths of our multi-panel range (30/80/130 and 180 x 14 
mm) in its 50 mm passage. (Fixed separation of 20 mm). 

Batten Splice
Part used for joining the battens, between 10 and 20 cm in length 
(depending on the passage of the batten installed) and made of steel 
with a thickness of 0.6 mm and pre-lacquered in Black. The joining of 
the splice to the battens is carried out by means of an M6 screw and a 
nut that is inserted into the upper holes of the part that coincide with 
those of the batten.

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

multi-panel stave



insulation

Multi-panel stave ceilings do not have acoustic absorption and insulation properties as they are for deco-
rative and aesthetic purposes. Mineral wool panels with an acoustic veil or any other material with absor-
bent properties can be installed on these staves to acoustically fit out the area and/or hide the facilities 
inside the upper framework.

measurements

Multi-Panel Stave 30

Multi-Panel Stave 80

Multi-Panel Stave 130

Multi-Panel Stave 180

technical details
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metallic ceilings staves

Perforated Finish

Wood-effect Finish



The Acoustic Baffle creates a modern aesthetic and improves the 
acoustic comfort in spaces where it is installed. It is a metal false 
ceiling formed by baffles of variable widths and heights according 
to the project specifications.

THU baffles are a special solution with a simple, decorative and 
functional installation. They are suspended from a semi-hidden 
support structure and with safety tabs, making each baffle indi-
vidually removable.

THU baffles are made smooth and perforated with different finish-
es with all the elements and accessories.
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Option of wood finishes

acoustic baffle

finishes

Smooth Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

system

The baffles are suspended from a semi-hidden support structure and 
with safety tabs, making each baffle individually removable. 

Each baffle is made 30 mm wide and in heights of 65 mm, 100 mm and 
150 mm, although there is the option to change these measurements 
based on the project.  

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Technical File



mounting

• Install the straps and battens using the splice parts to ensure they are correctly aligned. 
• Place the baffles and use the baffle splice parts to ensure proper alignment. 
• Close the safety tab.
• Install side closure parts (optional).

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Thickness Acoustics Length Regulations Material Width

A1
From 0.5 mm to 1.0 

mm

NRC from 0.40 to 0.85 
depending on the 
mounting system

Check 
depending on 

model

ISO 9001 
EN 13501-1

Steel/Aluminium 20/30/40/50 mm
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acoustic baffle

Baffle 65

Baffle 100

Baffle 150

technical details



other systems

Upper closure part: solution for vertical 
installation.

Flat battens: solution for curved 
shapes.
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Perforation in ML

Roma

metallic ceilings staves

roma
stave



The Roma Stave ceiling model is perfect for use in group spaces and areas of transit. This model can 
be manufactured in the size desired by the customer, further facilitating installation and the squaring 
of ceilings. This is a continuous ceiling that can be easily removed, allowing access to the plenum 
space for maintenance or repair tasks and avoiding complex handling manoeuvres.

It is available in two different widths (200 and 300 mm) and variable lengths (maximum 2.5 metres 
self-supporting, up to 6 metres with batten), and the widest option can be perforated to improve its 
acoustic performance with an added thermo-adhesive fleece.
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finishes

roma stave

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 200 x 28 - 10

300 x 28 - 8

Perforated 300 x 28 - 8

Smooth Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



performance features

MODEL Units by m2

Roma Stave 200 mm 5.00 ml

Roma Stave 300 mm 3.34 ml

Roma Batten (d = 1) 1.00 ml

MODEL Units by m2

Units Panel union clip 4.00 units

Hanger parts (d = 1) 1.25 units

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U - - A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 - - A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 - - A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool
Ø1.5 U - - A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 - - A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 - - A1 Class B 25%
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In addition to a hidden batten assembly for larger spaces in which the stave is longer than 2.5 metres or the ceiling needs to be secured, 
there is also the option to install it as a self-supporting panel rested on traditional T24/T35 profiles or angular profiles, so long as these are 
no longer than the aforementioned maximum length. This system allows modules of different measurements according to the dimensions of 
the space. The primary profiles situated at the desired spacing allow the panels to be supported between them. The panels are joined together 
using plastic clips for greater resistance. 

accessories

T-24, T-35
Suspension systems for Roma panels com-
prising primary profiles over which the panels 
rest. The primary profiles are 3.7 m in length.

Hanger part
Joining part between the profiles and the 
threaded support rod. Attached onto the T-24 
primary profiles.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Union clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether Venezia staves.

Venezia batten
A profile used to fix the panels, length 3 metres and made of galvanised 0.7 mm-thick steel. The approximate linear 
metres of batten by m2 of enclosure is 1/variable stave length. The support or hanger element consists of an M6 
threaded rod, which is inserted into the round holes at the top of the battens and never into the slots. Retainers with 
nuts and locking nuts must be placed on both sides of the battens.

Mounting ManualTechnical File

roma stave



Panels formed by folding and/or profiled, manufactured using pre-
lacquered galvanised steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness or pre-
lacquered aluminium of 0.50 mm (200 Smooth) or 0.60 mm (300) 
thickness supplied with a protective adhesive film.

Staves pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 25 
micrometres in colour White THU or Silver THU 9006 This type of 
finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excellent durability 
(gloss and colour retention).

technical details
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Finish with closed groove

veneto
stave

metallic ceilings staves

Finish with jonquil



This is a linear ceiling model with aluminium staves. These staves with curved sides are made up to 
6 metres in length and in varying widths and designs (with or without wing). They are clipped onto 
profiles called battens. This model has various finishes available: staves separated by a groove, with 
a bolted moulding in different colours, or with a closed groove. This allows the product to offer an 
increased number of usage possibilities. The colours of our staves combine in an original way with 
indoor and outdoor spaces. The option of accessing the plenum space facilitates maintenance and 
repair work on lighting, plumbing and air conditioning systems.

The staves' material ensures ceilings are highly resistant and durable, while also making them easy to 
clean.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 85 x 15 - 10

135 x 15 - 10

185 x 15 - 10

Smooth with wing 100 x 15 - 10

150 x 15 - 10

200 x 15 - 10

finishes

Smooth Smooth with wing

veneto stave

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Staves manufactured from pre-lacquered aluminium of 0.45 mm 
thickness, plus coatings formed by cold rolling. 

Staves pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 20 
micrometres. This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and 
offers excellent durability (gloss and colour retention).

The various stave widths can also be freely combined on the sup-
port or batten itself. 



performance features

MODEL Units by m2

Veneto Stave 85 5 mm grooves 11.15 ml

Veneto Stave 85 with or without 
jonquil

10 ml

Veneto Stave 100 10 ml

Veneto Stave 135 6.67 ml

Veneto Stave 150 6.67 ml

Veneto Stave 185 5.00 ml

Veneto Stave 200 5.00 ml

MODEL Units by m2

Veneto batten (d = 1 m) 1.00 ml

Jonquil 10 ml

Units U-20 Clip/Units Edge 
finishing clip

4.00 units 

Hanger parts (d = 1 m) 1.25 units

U-20/Edge finish 0.50 ml

4 hangers in a batten measuring 3 metres

Veneto Closed Sky
Passage 100

Veneto with jonquil 
 Passage 100

Veneto 85 without jonquil 
 Passage 90
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veneto stave

mounting

The staves are clipped onto U-shaped battens in a specific passage 
gap. These battens have holes on their top side, which house threaded 
rods that are used to suspend the system from the upper framework.

The gap between staves is 15 mm, which may be closed or open 
depending on the type being installed: with or without wing. For 85 
mm-wide staves there is the option to place a batten with 90 passage. 
For this stave measurement, the gap would be 5 mm. 

There is the option to place a closure part (jonquil). IMPORTANT if it is 
going to be placed outside!

*For more information, please see the mounting manual.

U-20 perimeter
Profile designed to support the panels around 
the perimeter by means of plastic clips. 

Jonquil 
Profile accommodated between Veneto 
85 wingless staves to close off the joint 
between them.

Batten 
Element for the lengthwise attachment 
of the Veneto panels which is suspended 
from the framework via threaded rods 
housed in the upper part. Lacquered in 
black on both sides.

accessories

Edge finish
Profile designed to support the panels around 
the perimeter by means of plastic clips.

Mounting ManualTechnical File

Edge finishing clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining 
together perimeter staves.

U-20 finishing clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether the U-20 profile.

Splice part 
U-shaped part inserted in the meeting 
point between two staves. Keeps the line 
even and helps disguise the join between 
the two. 



technical details
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Perforated 5 x 5

Perforated Ø6

metallic ceilings staves

sicilia clip-
in variable 
length stave



THU panel with a width of 300 mm and variable length according to requirements (maximum length 
of 2.5 metres), with the 4 sides at 90° and removable at any point. The Sicilia Clip-In Variable Length 
ceiling is assembled using a double hidden profile system composed of  triangle profiles, hanger parts 
and/or crossbraces (depending on mounting system) and finished on the sides over angular 24 mm 
profiles or other solutions such as perimeter belts.  
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Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
M | 21% perforated
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

5

5

8

8

finishes

formats

sicilia clip-in variable 
length stave

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 300 x VL - 8

Perforated 300 x VL - 8

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 0.75 C A1 Class B 25%

□ 8 x 8 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%
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accessories

The metallic panels fit into triangular shaped profiles which are fixed 
to the upper structure by means of a system of threaded connecting 
rods. The hanger parts fit together as a guide over the triangle THU 
profiles, remaining hidden to produce a continuous and adjustable 
ceiling.

Triangle profile 
Suspension system for the Sicilia panels. The 
triangle profile holds the panels together and 
remains concealed (clip-in system).

Hanger part 
Hanger part for the triangle profile designed 
for use with threaded support rods. Placed as 
guide over the triangle profile.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Crossbrace
Metallic part used to join the upper and low-
er triangle profiles which allows the sliding 
of the latter underneath the former to facili-
tate the assembly of the panels.

Extraction spatula 
Tool for the easy extraction of hidden profiles 
without damaging it. 

sicilia clip-in variable 
length stave



Clip-In

technical details

Sicilia Clip-In with double structure
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White THU 9010

Silver THU 9006

metallic ceilings staves

murano
stave



The THU Murano model technical ceiling consists of longitudinal panels made in galvanised steel 
0.5 mm thick and 300 mm wide, with a variable length up to a maximum of 2500 mm. This model 
is pre-lacquered in white THU 9010 or silver THU 9006 (check availability in other colours) and can 
be made with the visible surface machined in any of the perforations available in the catalogue. It is 
fitted with a thermo-adhesive acoustic fleece on its back. 

It is installed using the hidden T-shaped Murano profile, which is specially designed to give the ceiling 
a continuous appearance as well as swift access to the plenum space at any point. Alternatively, it 
can be fixed directly to the perimeter battens on its short ends.
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5
5

8

8

formats

murano stave

finishes

Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 300 x VL - 8

Perforated 300 x VL - 8

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



performance features

MODEL Units by m2

Panel 300 x VL 3.35 units

Murano hidden profile 1/VL of stave

technical characteristics

Add-on Perforation αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled 
Material up to

None Smooth - - A1 Class B 25%

Acoustic veil Ø1.5 U 0.65 C A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.70 C A1 Class B 25%

Mineral wool Ø1.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

Ø2.5 U 0.85 B A1 Class B 25%

□ 5 x 5 - - A1 Class B 25%
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Self-supporting, with panels fixed via their short ends with no need to 
install the Murano profile, up to a maximum length of 2.5 m; or panels 
can be installed with the Murano profile, which remains hidden, up 
to this same measurement. Profiles are fixed to the framework via 
threaded rods and bracket hanger parts with a gap between hangers 
no greater than 1.2 m. 

Installation is completed by placing U-shaped spacer closure and 
safety profiles on the top, made in galvanised steel and spaced 1.5 
m apart. For a border, an angle piece could be used as a support on 
other solutions.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual.

accessories

Murano Profile
The main support element of the Murano 
panels, 3.70 metres in length and manufac-
tured using galvanised steel. The profiles can 
be linked together lengthwise via attachment 
with a clip and the use of conventional hang-
er parts (either straight or right angles) to 
support them from the upper framework.

Hanger part
Joining part between the profiles and the 
threaded support rod. 
Attached onto the Murano profiles.

Spacer profile
Concealed profile designed to stabilise the 
Murano primary profiles used to install the 
plates.

murano stave

Mounting ManualTechnical File

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.



technical details
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metallic ceilings staves

Perforated Finish Ø0.7

Perforated Finish Ø1.5



The Turin Stave is a metal ceiling system with 90° straight edges installed via a visible U-shaped 
profile measuring 100 mm. The panels are supported and interlinked on this profile, with the entire 
system mounted on the same level. The perpendicular tracks that form the profiles along the panels 
grant the ceiling a stylish yet functional aesthetic.

It is designed to be installed in workplaces and areas of transit given its ease of assembly and 
disassembly, which allows for easy access to the plenum space when it comes to any maintenance 
or repair work.
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5

5

8

8

formats

MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 300 x VL - 8

Perforated 300 x VL - 8

finishes

turin stave

Smooth Perforated 8 x 8
24% perforated

Perforated 5 x 5
23% perforated

Perforated Ø6
17% perforated

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



mounting

MOUNTING A

The TURIN panels are installed by means of a visible system of longitudinal U-shaped profiles 100 
mm wide, which are levelled and anchored to the slab through the coupling of hanger parts and a 
threaded rod of metric 6 mm. The panels rest perpendicularly on the profiles, leaving the entire 
system flush at the same level so that each panel can be removed at any point.

1. Primary C100 Profile
2. C100 Profile Splice
3. C100 Profile Hanger Part
4. C100 Profile Wall Start Part

MOUNTING B

The TURIN panels are installed by means of a visible system of primary and secondary U-shaped profiles 100 mm wide, which make up a web 
of profiles intercepted at 90 degrees, allowing modules to be created where the panels rest on the longitudinal profiles, leaving the entire 
system flush at the same level so that each panel can be removed at any point.

1. Primary C100 Profile
2. Secondary C100 Profile
3. Primary C100 Profile Splice
4. Secondary Profile Corrector
5. Primary C100 Profile Hanger Part
6. C100 Profile Wall Start Part

Technical File
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U100 profile
Support elements that works like perpendic-
ular rails to the Turin panels.

Hanger Part 
Inverted T-shaped hanger part designed to 
be fitted using a threaded M6 rod.

accessories

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Wall Start

Secondary crossbrace profile

With a width of 300 mm and variable length, according to require-
ments (maximum length of 2.5 metres), and removable at any 
point. This ceiling is assembled with the THU visible profile and 
capped around its perimeter in various ways: using angular pieces, 
perimeter strips, and even starting from the wall with the profile 
itself.

The panels are cold profiled, manufactured from pre-lacquered 
steel sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. All panels are supplied with 
adhesive protective film that guarantees their quality during the 
manufacturing process.

turin stave

C-100 splice part



technical details
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turin stave

Removable panels measuring 300 mm wide and 1200 mm long. Our Tu-
rin dB+ model is a ceiling solution with first-class acoustic performance, 
designed for spaces with high acoustic demands. Its panels have an en-
closed nucleus made of acoustic absorbent and an upper cover closure 
that prevents sound from propagating while providing high lateral at-
tenuation. The absorption and insulation components are built into each 
panel, granting the system excellent acoustic performance features and 
meaning each panel can be removed conveniently and safely. 

The panels are cold profiled, manufactured from pre-lacquered steel 
sheets of 0.50 mm thickness. All panels are supplied with adhesive pro-
tective film that guarantees their quality during the manufacturing pro-
cess, ensuring the ensemble offers very high acoustic performance. The 
panels can easily be disassembled individually, allowing for practical, 
safe access to each one. 

Dncw: 25-30 dB (depending on model)

Acoustic absorption. Depending on frame.

finishes

Smooth Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



Finish Features: Pre-lacquered polyester panels with a thickness of 25 
micrometres in colour White or Silver. This type of finish is resistant to 
corrosion and offers excellent durability (gloss and colour retention). 
There is the option to provide the panels in any other colour under spe-
cial supply conditions.

system

Absorbing
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Silver Finish

treviso
stave

White Finish

metallic ceilings staves



This type of straight edged stave is manufactured in pre-lacquered 
aluminium and can be cut to measurements as required allowing 
fast and easy installation.

Allows two types of finish: panels either with 10 mm grooves or 
joined. The separation of the panels depends on the batten used. 
The non-separated panel finish produces continuous smooth ceil-
ings offering a sensation of width.

The colours of our staves combine in an original way with indoor 
and outdoor spaces.

The staves' material ensures ceilings are highly resistant and dura-
ble, while also making them easy to clean.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 100 x 19 - 10

150 x 19 - 10

200 x 19 - 10

300 x 19 - 10

* Please check minimum quantities

finishes

treviso stave

Smooth

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



Staves manufactured from pre-lacquered aluminium 0.45 mm thick (0.55 mm in Treviso 
200 and 300), plus coatings formed by cold rolling.

Staves pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 20 micrometres. This type 
of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excellent durability (gloss and colour 
retention).

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

performance features

MODEL Units by m2

Treviso Stave 100 mm joined 10.00 ml

Treviso Stave 100 mm separate 9.10 ml

Treviso Stave 150 mm joined 6.70 ml

Treviso Stave 150 mm separate 6.25 ml

Treviso Stave 200 mm joined 5.00 ml

Treviso Stave 200 mm separate 4.80 ml

Treviso Stave 300 mm joined 3.35 ml

Treviso Stave 300 mm separate 3.25 ml

MODEL Units by m2

Treviso Batten (d = 1 m) 1.00 ml

Units Stave union clip 4.00 units

Units Edge finishing clip/
Units U-20 Clip

4.00 units

Hanger parts (d = 1) 1.25 units

Edge finish/U-20 0.50 ml

4 hangers in a batten measuring 3 metres
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treviso stave

accessories

Batten
Element for the lengthwise attachment of the 
Treviso staves which is suspended from the 
framework via threaded rods housed in the 
upper part.

Treviso Stave union clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether Treviso staves.

Edge finish
Profile designed to support the panels around 
the perimeter by means of plastic clips.

U-20 perimeter
Profile designed to support the panels around 
the perimeter by means of plastic clips.

Edge finishing clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether perimeter staves.

Splice part 
U-shaped part inserted in the meeting point 
between two staves. Keeps the line even and 
helps disguise the join between the two. 

mounting
The panels fit into “Ω”-shaped battens with a predetermined prong 
arrangement. These battens have holes on their top side, which house 
threaded rods that are used to suspend the system from the upper 
framework.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual

Mounting ManualTechnical File

U-20 finishing clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether the U-20 profile.



technical details
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stave

metallic ceilings staves

Perforated Finish

Smooth Finish



This model is comprised of staves 200 and 300 mm wide and up to 
6 metres long, which allows them to be installed in all spaces, cut to 
the exact size required. The hidden batten system ensures a highly 
stylish, modern, continuous metal ceiling. They are manufactured in 
a wide range of colours and finishes.

The tongue-and-groove joint system allows staves to be installed 
without a batten for certain lengths with no risk of the staves sep-
arating. This ceiling format is ideal for kitchens and bathrooms. Its 
glossy white finishes leave interiors looking bright. Easy to clean and 
highly durable, it is ideal for more modern spaces. Its design grants 
the stave special strength and consistency, allowing for significant 

lengths and improved performance. 
The option of perforation also allows 
it to be installed in other spaces with 
specific acoustic needs and these are 
always improved with the inclusion of 
an acoustic fleece.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Smooth 200 x 27.5 x 28 - 10

300 x 27.5 x 28 - 8

Perforated 300 x 27.5 x 28 - 8

Please check minimum quantities

finishes

Smooth

venezia stave

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated



performance features

MODEL Units by m2

Venezia Stave 200 mm 5.00 ml

Venezia Stave 300 mm 3.34 ml

Venezia Batten (d = 1) 1.00 ml

Units Stave union clip 4.00 units

Units Edge finishing clip 4.00 units

Hanger parts (d = 1 m) 1.25 units

Edge finish 0.50 ml

4 hangers in a batten measuring 3 metres

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

Staves manufactured from pre-lacquered aluminium 0.45 mm thick 
(Venezia 200) or 0.55 mm thick (Venezia 300), plus coatings formed 
by cold rolling.

Staves pre-lacquered in polyester with a minimum thickness of 20 
micrometres. This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and 
offers excellent durability (gloss and colour retention).
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Staves are fitted on battens with wings that are closed manually once 
the staves have been positioned correctly. These battens have holes 
on their top side, which house threaded rods that are used to suspend 
the system from the upper framework.

They can also be installed in lengths of up to 2.5 m without the need for 
an upper batten (self-supporting); instead, they are simply supported 
on their short ends via angle pieces or traditional T-shape profiles.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual. 

Mounting ManualTechnical File

accessories

Batten
Element for the lengthwise attachment of the 
Venezia staves which is suspended from the 
framework via threaded rods housed in the 
upper part.

Venezia/Roma Stave union clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether Venezia staves.

Edge finish
Profile designed to support the staves around 
the perimeter by means of plastic clips.

Acoustic veil
0.2 mm thick acoustic veil which prevents 
the build-up of dust and dirt. Fixed to the in-
side face by thermal activation.

Edge finishing clip
Plastic clip specially designed for joining to-
gether perimeter staves.

venezia stave

Splice part 
U-shaped part inserted in the meeting point 
between two staves. Keeps the line even and 
helps disguise the join between the two. 



Venezia Stave Detail

technical details
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verona
stave

Silver THU 9005

White THU



This type of ceiling, comprising vertical staves, allows interplay 
with light in diaphanous, open spaces. Using a system of black 
lacquered battens, a structure of vertical staves 100, 150 or 200 
mm in height is devised. These are separated according to the size 
of the stave, thus allowing a plethora of different combinations.

The staves are manufactured in highly resistant and durable 
aluminium and since this forms an open drop ceiling, it is easy to 
maintain and the plenum space can be accessed easily.
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MODEL PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Vertical 100 - 20

150 - 20

200 - 20

verona stave

finishes

Without ribbing With ribbing

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 



Staves manufactured from pre-lacquered aluminium of 0.45 mm 
thickness, plus coatings formed by cold rolling. Staves pre-lacquered 
in polyester with a thickness of 20 micrometres on both sides in 
colour White or Silver THU 9006. This type of finish is highly resistant 
to corrosion and offers excellent durability (gloss and colour 
retention).

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

MODEL TYPE   Units by m2

Verona 100 Stave 10 ml 
(100 mm gap between staves)

Verona 150 Stave 6.67 ml
(150 mm gap between staves)

Verona 200 Stave 5 ml
(200 mm gap between staves)

Batten 1 ml

Hanger part 1 units

performance features
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The Verona staves are clipped into U-shaped battens with prongs 
every 50 mm, being able to leave gaps between staves in multiples 
of 50 mm. These battens have holes on their top side, which house 
threaded rods that are used to suspend the system from the upper 
framework.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual.

accessories

Batten
Element for the lengthwise attachment 
of the Verona staves, lacquered in black, 
which is suspended from the framework 
via threaded rods housed in the upper part.

Mounting ManualTechnical File

Stave splice part
Clear plastic element shaped like a peg, 
designed to align the staves along the 
lengthwise splices. 

verona stave

Light
Linear light fitting specially designed to be installed and built into this 
ceiling model. 

Manufactured as per the lengths and technical requirements of the 
project: light flow, colour temperature, regulation, etc. Very easy to 
install and does not require accessory structures to place it. 



technical details

Verona 150

Verona 100

Verona 200
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White

built-in milan 
grid

Silver

metallic ceilings staves



The built-in Milan Grid helps to devise a setting in which light plays 
a key role in creating shadows. The wide selection of colours and 
variations allows an endless number of finishes.

Using a simple built-in profile system, a continuous ceiling  
space that is removable at any point is achieved. It is available in  
600 x 600 mm modules (consult us for other module dimensions) 
that are very easy to install. Manufactured in aluminium, they offer 
excellent durability and are easy to maintain.
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PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Height 50 50 x 50 3.60 10

60 x 60 3.60 10

75 x 75 3.60 10

85.7 x 85.7 3.60 10

100 x 100 3.60 10

150 x 150 3.60 10

200 x 200 3.60 10

built-in milan grid

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Black THU 9005 

GRID 15 MM RIBBING PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Height 38 50 x 50 4.32 13

60 x 60 4.32 13

75 x 75 4.32 13

85.7 x 85.7 4.32 13

100 x 100 4.32 13

150 x 150 4.32 13

200 x 200 4.32 13

GRID 10 MM RIBBING PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Height 40 50 x 50 4.32 12

60 x 60 4.32 12

75 x 75 4.32 12

85.7 x 85.7 4.32 12

100 x 100 4.32 12

150 x 150 4.32 12

200 x 200 4.32 12



finishes

Grids manufactured in pre-lacquered aluminium 0.40 mm thick, 
plus coatings. Pre-lacquered polyester grids with a minimum thick-
ness of 20 microns in THU white or silver 9006. 

This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excel-
lent durability.

50 x 50 mm 60 x 60 mm 75 x 75 mm 100 x 100 mm 150 x 150 mm 200 x 200 mm

*Please consult other cell sizes.
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accessories

The 10 mm or 15 mm ribbing grid modules are inserted over a 
cell structure composed of primary and secondary profiles. The 
structure is supported on the upper framework using hanger parts 
and threaded rods hooked to the primary profiles manufactured 
using the same material and section that make up the grid ribbing. 

*For more information, please see the mounting manual. 

Grid profiles
Grid suspension system comprising primary 
and secondary profiles in a U-shape which 
form a cell structure over which the grids are 
placed. 

The primary profiles are 2.4 m in length and 
the secondary profiles are 1.2 and 0.6 metres 
in length. The profiles may be 40 or 50 mm 
high, depending on the chosen grid.

Splice part
Splice part designed to join the support pri-
mary profiles.

U-shaped profile hanger part
Part specially designed to suspend the 
U-shaped primary profiles that support the 
grid’s structure. We recommend using a met-
ric rod measuring 4 or 6 mm. 

built-in milan grid

Mounting ManualTechnical File



performance features*

MODEL Units by m2

50 x 50/ 
60 x 60/ 
75 x 75/ 
86 x 86

600 x 600 grids 2.80 units

600 x 1200 grids 1.40 units

2.4 metre primary 1.68 ml

0.6 metre secondary 1.68 ml

Hanger parts 2.10 units

Units Splice part 0.70 units

MODEL Units by m2

100 x 100/ 
150 x 150/ 
200 x 200

600 x 600 grids 2.80 units

600 x 1200 grids 1.40 units

2.4 metre primary 0.84 ml

1.2 metre secondary 1.68 ml

0.6 metre secondary 0.84 ml

Hanger parts 1.05 units

Units Splice part 0.35 units

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%

* Calculated for grid assemblies (integrated U-section profile)
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Silver

metallic ceilings staves



The Milan Open Cell, like the grid, helps to devise a setting in 
which light plays a key role in creating shadows. The wide 
selection of colours and variations allows an endless number 
of finishes.

In this case, the Milan Open Cell is formed by grid modules  
600 x 600 mm or 600 x 1200 mm with a perimeter border in 
the same colour, mounted directly on a T15 profile structure.

For assemblies with the T15 profile, the grid's main profile can be 
10 mm or 15 mm (built-in) wide. This assembly system is highly ad-
vantageous when the aim is quick installation and simple removal.
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milan open cell

standard colours

White THU

Silver THU 9006

Other colours upon request. 

Black THU 9005 

T15 GRID 15 MM 
RIBBING

PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Height 38 50 x 50 4.32 13

60 x 60 4.32 13

75 x 75 4.32 13

85.7 x 85.7 4.32 13

100 x 100 4.32 13

150 x 150 4.32 13

200 x 200 4.32 13

T15 GRID 10 MM 
RIBBING

PLATE   BOX

mm m2 units

Height 40 50 x 50 4.32 12

60 x 60 4.32 12

75 x 75 4.32 12

85.7 x 85.7 4.32 12

100 x 100 4.32 12

150 x 150 4.32 12

200 x 200 4.32 12



finishes

Grids manufactured in pre-lacquered aluminium 0.40 mm thick, 
plus coatings. Pre-lacquered polyester grids with a minimum thick-
ness of 20 microns in THU white or silver 9006.

This type of finish is highly resistant to corrosion and offers excel-
lent durability.

50 x 50 mm 60 x 60 mm 75 x 75 mm 100 x 100 mm 150 x 150 mm 200 x 200 mm

*Please consult other cell sizes.
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accessories

For Milan T15 grid assemblies, the mounting process is similar to that of traditional 
removable ceilings. The inverted T-shaped profile is installed in the same way from its 
corresponding primary and secondary profiles, and the plates are directly supported on 
them, remaining flush with the profile.

*For more information, please see the mounting manual.

T-15
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped 
primary and secondary profiles with a 15 mm 
base, which form a rectangular structure 
over which the grids rest.

milan open cell

Mounting ManualTechnical File



performance features*

MODEL Units by m2

Any model 600 x 600 grids 2.80 units

600 x 1200 grids 1.40 units

T15 primary 0.84 ml

T15 secondary 1.68 ml

Simp. T15 0.84 ml

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

A1 Class B 18%
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White THU

T Range/
 Teramo

Tivoli
 Toscana

THU Silver

metallic ceilings staves



The design of the T-range staves is both clean and elegant. Their 
main feature is remaining completely sealed after their installation 
while allowing easy access to the ceiling interspace, the plenum, 
thanks to their easy opening. They provide extra safety to all 
installations, and with the Toscana model, the length of the staves 
simply resting on its short sides reaches 3.5 metres.
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coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   REPERCUSSION

mm ml x m2

Teramo 75 L 75 H15 13.5

Teramo 150 L150 H15 7

White

Silver 9006

teramo stave

Other colours upon request. 

The design of the Teramo staves is both clean and elegant. Their main feature is remaining completely sealed 
after their installation while allowing easy access to the ceiling interspace, the plenum, thanks to their easy 
opening.

TERAMO

finishes

Smooth

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated



mounting

accessories

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability Material

A1/A2 s1,d0 Class C Steel/Aluminium

BattenSection Detail

Detail
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coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   REPERCUSSION

mm ml x m2

Tivoli 200 L 200 H30 5

Tivoli 300 L300 H30 3.5

White

Silver 9006

tivoli stave

Other colours upon request. 

The Tivoli staves are the evolution of the Teramo staves. They are specially reinforced to have a wider 300 mm 
base without adding bulk. The Tivoli staves can be equipped with locking systems, making them an excellent 
option for gyms or train stations.

finishes

Smooth

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated



mounting

accessories

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability Material

A1/A2 s1, d0 Class C Steel/Aluminium

Detail

TNR batten

Locking system

Closing the locking 
tab

Section Detail

TNS batten
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coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   REPERCUSSION

mm ml x m2

Toscana L400 H43 2.5

L500 H43 2

L512 H43 1.95

L600 H43 1.66

White

Silver 9006

toscana stave

Other colours upon request. 

Toscana staves go beyond what traditional self-supporting staves can achieve. With their large base, they can 
self-support up to 3.5 metres. This system is widely used to make adjoining false ceilings in corridors, small 
rooms and lobbies that are remarkable for their spacious and linear design.

finishes

Smooth

Perforated Ø2.5
U | 13% perforated
M | 25% perforated
ML | 6% perforated

Perforated Ø2
U | 9% perforated
M | 19% perforated

Perforated Ø1,5
U | 11% perforated  
ML | 5% perforated

Perforated Ø0,7
U | 2% perforated



mounting

accessories

technical characteristics

Reaction to fire Durability Material

A1/A2 s1, d0 Class C Steel/Aluminium

Section Detail Detail
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The other materials available for manufacturing ceil-
ing plates, such as wood chip, mineral fibre and vinyl, 
offer countless possibilities for creating new settings. 
A wide variety of finishes can be created with the dif-
ferent wood chip and mineral fibre ceiling options, or 
simple and practical finishes with vinyl ceilings.

The next chapter features our various ceiling models 
so that you can choose the option that best suits your 
needs.

non-metallic 
ceilings
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non-metallic ceilings

Grey Cement Finish

Natural Finish



Wood chip wall and ceiling panels are made using vegetable 
fibres from sustainable forests. Elongated fir fibres are mixed 
with cement to obtain a rigid material that is characterised by its 
outstanding acoustic behaviour. Ceilings made from this mate-
rial provide warmth and aesthetics. This 100% natural product is 
known for its excellent sound absorption qualities, creating excel-
lent acoustics in all spaces.

In addition, it gives building solutions a unique appearance along 
with high acoustic comfort. The wood chip panel solution is 
excellent for projects involving creative modelling and colours, as 

well as for use at swimming pools 
given its good performance in 
damp settings.
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available edges

Why choose Wood Chip?

1. Good acoustics: high sound absorption 
2. Effective fire protection

3. Healthy indoor climate: green and biological materials
4. High durability: robust and resistant to impact and moisture
5. Versatile, easy and cheap installation
6. New ideas: availability of a wide variety of finishes

MODEL PLATE   PALLET

mm m2 units

Natural Fine Wood
P0

20 x 593 x 1193 36 50

20 x 593 x 593 36 100

25 x 593 x 1193 28.8 40

25 x 593 x 593 28.8 80

Natural Fine P5 Wood 25 x 600 x 1200 28.8 80

Natural Fine K5-FN Wood 35 x 600 x 1200 20.16 28

Natural Fine P5G Wood 25 x 593 x 593 28.8 160

HIDDEN SCREWED P0 VISIBLE SUPPORTED P0 HIDDEN SCREWED P5 VISIBLE DROP P5GHIDDEN REMOVABLE K5-FN

wood chip

colours

1015 Natural Varnish

White

Black

Grey

*Please check the availability of other colours

POST-PAINTED PLATE:

FINE, natural structure 1.5 mm

ULTRAFINE, natural structure 1 mm 

COARSE, natural structure 3 mm 

EXTRAFINE, natural structure 0.5 mm 



mounting
P5 system: continuous ceiling system of panels with 5 mm bevel 
screwed into TC profiles.

P0/P5 system: removable system where panels are supported by a 
structure suspended from T-shaped profiles 24 mm wide and 38 mm 
high.

K5-FN system: removable system where panels are supported by a 
hidden structure of T-shaped profiles 35 mm wide and 38 mm high in 
galvanised steel. 

accessories

TC profiles
Set of C-shaped profiles manufactured 
from galvanised steel, designed to in-
stall false continuous ceilings made 
from screwed wood chip panels. This 
system is recommended for the K5 
model.

T-24/T-Decor 24/T-Clip 24
Suspension systems composed of T-shaped 
primary and secondary profiles with a 24 
mm base, forming a rectangular structure 
over which the panels rest. This system is 
recommended for K0-5 and K5-FS models.

T-35
T-shaped galvanised steel profiles with a 
pre-lacquered or galvanised 35 mm base, 
knurled or unknurled. This composes a 
modular structure made up of primary and 
secondary profiles. This system is recom-
mended for the K5-FN model. (Hidden re-
movable)

performance features

technical characteristics

MODEL Units by m2

600 x 1200 plate 1.39 units

593 x 593 plate 2.80 units

593 x 1193 (T24) plate 1.39 units

4 hangers in a primary profile

Plate 
thickness

αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to 
fire

Durability % Recycled Material

20 mm 0.85 B B-s1, d0 Class C Wood from sustainable forests (PEFC)

25 mm 0.90 A B-s1, d0 Class C Wood from sustainable forests (PEFC)

35 mm 0.90 A B-s1, d0 Class C Wood from sustainable forests (PEFC)

See A2 models

Technical File
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hygitech

non-metallic ceilings

Vapour barrier plate reverse

Fine texture visible part



Laminated Plasterboard coated with a white Polyvinyl Chloride 
sheet that gives it special water-resistant and cleaning properties. 
Comes with an aluminium sheet on the reverse side that acts as a 
vapour barrier to protect it from condensation that could affect the 
plates.

It is a simple, quality and resistant building solution. It is charac-
terised by its ease of assembly and maintenance as well as its 
easy access to the plenum. This is a versatile ceiling that adapts to 
any type of enclosure whatever the activity: commercial, educa-
tional or professional.

The plates are supported on 
a modular structure of 600 x 
600 mm made up of removable 
ceiling profiles (T15, T24, T-Clip 
15, T- Clip-24 or T-Decor), 
which when combined appro-
priately with their wide range of 
colours, offer great aesthetic 
possibilities at an economical 
price.
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MODEL PLATE   PALLET

mm m2 units

Straight 595 x 595 x 9 115.2 320

595 x 1195 x 9 86.4 120

White

thu hygitech

range

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
REACTION 

TO FIRE
DURABILITY PRODUCT ADVANTAGE 

Easy-cleaning

BV-type Laminated Plasterboard coated with a white Polyvinyl Chloride 
sheet that gives it special water-resistant and cleaning properties. 
Comes with an aluminium sheet on the reverse side that acts as a va-
pour barrier to protect it from condensation that could affect the plates.

A2-s1, d0 Class B
Reverse aluminium sheet 

(Vapour Barrier)

Biocide

Hygitech Biocide is a simple, high-quality and durable solution. 
This plate is characterised by its easy assembly and mainte-
nance, in addition to allowing easy access to the plenum with-
out damaging the original finish of the plate. Plates in a white 
finish with antibacterial treatment (ISO5 in accordance with 
ISO14644-1:2005) and vapour barrier on the reverse. This type 
of plate is characterised as being highly washable, making it 
ideal for areas with strict hygiene and cleaning requirements. 

A2-s1, d0 Class B Antibacterial treatment

Black



mounting

accessories

performance features

The hygitech plates are housed in a removable profile system 
composed of primary and secondary profiles that assemble together 
forming a modular structure measuring 600 x 600 mm or 600 x 1200 
mm. The structure is supported to the framework via threaded rods 
attached to the primary profiles by hanger parts. The plates rest on 
the profile resulting in a ceiling that is removable at any point.

T-15, T-24, T-Clip 15, T- Clip-24 or T-Decor 24
Suspension system comprising primary and 
secondary profiles in a T-shape which form 
a modular structure over which the plates 
rest. The measurements of this profile vary 
depending on the desired aesthetic affect. 

MODEL Units by m2

595 x 595 plate 2.80 units

595 x 1195 plate 1.39 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 1.68 ml

Secondary profile 0.6 m 0.84 ml

Hanger part 0.90 units

Technical File
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THU Deco Vinyl Plates, now with DIGITAL PRINTING. Decorated THU plate from the Deco Vinyl series for 
removable ceilings in a 600 x 600 mm or 600 x 1200 mm format. Composed of pressed plasterboard and 
covered where visible by digitally printed vinyl with different patterns and effects. Installation using THU 
T24 or T15 profiles.

How does it work? With digital printing you can reproduce any design on the Deco Vinyl. 

Choose what you want to do and we’ll do the rest.  

deco vinyl

coloursformats

MODEL PLATE   PALLET

mm m2 units

Straight 600 x 600 x 9 115.2 320

600 x 1200 x 9 86.4 120

Countless design and colour possibilities. 

deco vinyl



performance features

technical characteristics

MODEL Units by m2

600 x 600 plate 2.80 units

600 x 1200 plate 1.39 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 1.68 ml

Secondary profile 0.6 m 0.84 ml

Hanger part 0.90 units

Finish αw up to   Acoustic 
Absorption Class

Reaction to fire Durability % Recycled Material

Smooth NPD NPD A2-s1, d0 Class B NPD
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Fractured Finish

mineral 
fibre

Standard Finish

non-metallic ceilings

*we are official distributors in 
Spain and Portugal.



OWA Mineral Fibre ceilings are manufactured in Germany and rep-
resent the highest quality and performance in terms of high-level 
sound insulation, noise-level reduction and fire safety. 

They are available with many types of surfaces (micro-perforated, 
smooth, grooved, etc.) and in different installation systems, mak-
ing them suitable for ceilings in offices and call centres, as well as 
for restaurants, shops, hotels and schools. 

Thicknesses from 14 mm for the Smart 
range, up to 20 mm in Premium finishes. 

*See hygienic options for hospitals. 
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MODEL PLATE   PALLET

mm m2 units

SMART 600 x 600 x 14 - 576

PREMIUM 600 x 600 x 15 - -

600 x 600 x 20 - 384

finishes

Wet-pressed mineral fibre panels. Thanks to their rough and perforated surface finish, these 
models offer excellent properties both in terms of light reflection and sound absorption and 
attenuation.

FinettaHarmony

mineral fibre

*Other models

EDGE 6 - 7 (T24)
EDGE 15 - 17 (T15)

EDGE 3 COSMOS T-Decor 15HIDDEN S9b

systems



mounting

accessories

performance features

The mineral fibre plates are housed in a removable profile system 
composed of primary and secondary profiles that assemble together 
forming a modular structure measuring 600 x 600 mm. The struc-
ture is supported to the framework via threaded rods attached to the 
primary profiles by hanger parts. The plates rest on the visible profile 
system, resulting in a ceiling that is removable at any point.

There are some models prepared for installation through hidden sys-
tems that make it possible to create continuous spaces. 

T-24, T-Decor 24, T-Clip 24.
Suspension systems composed of primary (3.7 m) and secondary 
(1.2 and 0.6 m) T-shaped profiles with a 24 mm base that form a rec-
tangular structure over which the panels rest. The T-Decor 24 pro-
files come in two colours where visible and the T-Clip 24 profiles are 
equipped with an overlap to prevent unevenness in the profiles when 
assembled.

technical characteristics

MODEL Units by m2

600 x 600 mm plate 2.80 units

Primary profile 3.7 m 0.84 ml

Secondary profile 1.2 m 1.68 ml

Secondary profile 0.6 m 0.84 ml

Hangers 0.90 units

Finish αw up to   Damp Resistance Reaction to fire % Recycled Material 
up to

Dnfw Sound 
Reduction

Finetta Smart 0.60 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 29 db

Harmony 0.60 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 29 db

New Sandila N 0.55 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 29 db

Plain Smart 0.15 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 33 db

Constellation Smart 0.60 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 29 db

Finetta Premium 0.70 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 31 db

Brillanto Premium 0.95 90% A2-s1, d0 44% 28 db

Sinfonia Premium 0.70 90%
A2-s1, d0 44%

from 33 db to 
49 db
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At THU we want to give designers, architects and 
owners complete freedom when choosing ceiling 
alternatives. 

That’s why we have expanded our range of solutions 
to offer products with the largest selection of shapes 
and sizes. 

Tell us what your project involves and we’ll help you 
develop it. 

customised
ceilings
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ceilings

The aim is to offer solutions that will meet any need 
when it comes to designing ceiling systems that are 
functional and have acoustic characteristics, yet 
also create an original and novel aesthetic.

At THU we offer high-quality solutions for all types 
of inside ceiling dimensions.



“Projects around the world” – THU
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The THU structure composed of primary and 
secondary T-shaped profiles allows the suspension of 
insulation panels of varying sizes and materials.

The profiles are manufactured from galvanised 
steel and the visible part is covered in a case that is 
pre-lacquered in different coloured aluminium. The 
combination of this structure with the Modena, Parma, 
Roma or Capri metallic ceilings creates modern and 
practical spaces when it comes to checking and 
maintenance.

ceiling
profiles
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THU offers several removable profile models: T15, T24, T-Decor 
15, T-Decor 24, T-Clip 15, T-Clip 24, T35. All of them are 
manufactured for the placement of THU metallic plates, offering 
a large number of possible finishes.



model

T-15/T-Decor 15/T- Clip 15 Profiles 
T-shaped pre-lacquered galvanised steel 
profile, 38 mm for the conventional mod-
el and 42 mm high for the T-Decor model. 
In both options they make up a modular 
structure based on the primary and sec-
ondary profiles the plates rest on. The 
T-Decor combine two colours lengthwise, 
achieving a unique aesthetic effect. The 
T-Clip have an overlap system to avoid 
unevenness in the profile once mounted.

Angular profiles
Pre-lacquered or galvanised steel profiles for 
the perimeter support of the false ceiling. The 
standard measurements of the angular pro-
files are 24 x 24 mm, 30 x 30 mm and 15 x 33 
mm, allowing for easy fixing to the wall and 
optimal aesthetics.

T-35 profile 
T-shaped galvanised steel profile meas-
uring 38 mm high and with a 35 mm base 
pre-lacquered in white, silver or galva-
nised. It makes up a modular structure 
composed of 3.7 metre-primary profiles 
and 1.20 and 0.60 metre-secondary pro-
files.

Double angular
Pre-lacquered galvanised steel profiles for 
the perimeter support of the false ceiling. The 
double angular profile is a symmetrical pro-
file with two sections measuring 24 and 10 
mm, which forms a perimeter plastering that 
allows you to conceal possible irregularities 
in the walls.

Cornice profiles
Pre-lacquered galvanised steel profiles de-
signed to marry vertical and horizontal spac-
es with greater ease. Cornice profiles have 
dimensions of 13 x 33 mm (cornice profile 13) 
and 16 x 36 mm (cornice profile 16).

Clip-in profiles
Triangle-shaped galvanised steel profile 
with a lower vertex that remains open for 
the pressure insertion of the Sicilia Clip-
In and Capri panels. The support structure 
and profile are completely hidden. 

Flexible profile
Profiles for the perimeter support of the false 
ceiling. The flexible profile is an extruded an-
gular profile made of PVC designed to adapt 
to the curvatures of the partitions or columns 
up to 360° and has dimensions of 22 x 28 
mm.

T-24/T-Decor 24/T-Clip 24 profiles
Suspension systems composed of 
T-shaped primary and secondary profiles 
with a 24 mm base and 38.32 or 25 mm 
high, which form a rectangular structure 
over which the panels rest. The T-Decor 15 
profiles come in two colours where visible 
and the T-Clip profiles are equipped with 
an overlap to prevent unevenness in the 
profiles when assembled.

45° profile
Pre-lacquered galvanised steel profiles de-
signed for the conjugation of spaces with 
different inclinations, allowing for original 
designs on the perimeter of the false ceiling. 
The 45° angular profiles have dimensions of 
30 x 30 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm.



THU PERFIL S.L
Masía de Monte Alcedo Parcela, 4.3

P.I. Masía Baló, 46394
Ribarroja del Turia (Valencia)

T. 961 340 544
info@thu.es
www.thu.es


